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Presentation of GPA brand

History:

GPA over 56 years of experience, know-how and emotions ...

It all starts with a beautiful story. Michel Finquel, owner of the brand was 
interested in safety in 1964 creating the first non-flammable suits for pilot, 
under NAZA brand.
The greatest drivers have worn a GPA® helmet: Jackie Stewart, Nelson 
Piquet, Alain Prost, Jacques Laffite, Gilles Villeneuve, Patrick Pons, the only 
french mc pilot that won the world championships, and many others ...
Privileged safety above all, GPA® innovates and creates its first full-face 
helmet. Despite a mixed perception at the time, it is clear today its success, 
which has left an indelible mark in the world of F1, rally and motorcycle.



Passionate about horse riding, Michel Finquel considers it was opportune to use 
his experience of safety in the automotive sector to serve the equestrian world. 
And here is the story:
- the first true riding helmet approved in 1998, (an unprecedented technical 
innovation and a huge progress in terms of safety and comfort)
- first carbon helmets in 2004
- 2006, the Speed’air model, an innovation in terms of design and ventilation
- followed by First Lady model in 2010, the first helmet dedicated to women in 
search of elegance.
- 2017-2018 Casque Global-Concept: new technology, with innovative «concept» 
harness in terms of protection, fitting and design.
- a strong involvement in top-level sport (sponsorship riders, partnerships with 
the most prestigious competitions in the world and the federations, supports 
young talents, etc ...), sports performances and historical medals (100% of the 
podiums at the Olympics in 2008, 4 consecutive Olympic gold medals: 2004, 2008, 
2012, 2016 , titles of world champions, of Europe, etc ...). Supported by the best 
riders in the world for more than twenty years and with more than fifty six years 
of experience in protection, GPA® is the reference brand in the equestrian world.

First oriented in Jumping competition, the brand has also diversified in the main 
ways of horse racing (Racing, Endurance, Polo, CCE, ...).
The team riders support and advise the technical team to optimize the choice of 
materials, design, comfort for each discipline. GPA surrounds itself with the best 
riders and has a very strong implication in the sport of high level.
    
Because of their guarantee of security, GPA® helmets have been chosen by bodies 
such as the French Army and Police, the Republican Guard, the English, Norwegian 
and Italian Police, the Irish and Italian Armies, etc. 

Always a leader, GPA has demonstrated its real desire to perfect its helmets by 
the use of innovative materials, combining safety and comfort, especially carbon, 
used mainly in the aeronautics for its qualities of resistance and lightness.
These materials made it possible to rethink the design of the helmets while 
maintaining the safety and comfort aspect.

Specialist of innovation,  GPA® models have often been copied.



ICONIC MODELS OF EQUESTRIAN RANGE













GPA CLOTHES RANGE - SPORT ESSENTIAL





A BRAND CLOSE TO HIGH LEVEL SPORT....



 ... AND ITS ATHLETES



COLLABORATIONS






